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In 2017, we established MentorAPM to build enterprise Asset Performance Management solutions that 
utilities really need. 

We had both been working in and with utilities for decades – Tacoma in water/wastewater utility 
management and operations; and John in enterprise asset management systems architecture and 
implementation. 

Why We Built MentorAPM 

We had experienced firsthand the frustrations of wasting too much money and time on EAM/CMMS 
solutions without achieving better utility performance. 

1. We believe utility managers deserve the best tools to help them manage their critical 

infrastructure assets, in the best way possible. 

2. We believe these tools should be easy to use and easy to manage. 

3. And, we believe that these tools don’t need to be crazy expensive or require burdensome 

contracts. 

MentorAPM solutions integrate easily with your existing EAM systems to quickly drive better asset 

management, delivering improved Level of Service assurance and positive bottom line impact.   

To ensure your success, we back up our software with asset management 
coaching and thoughtful, efficient implementation plans. 

We understand what you face every day – we’ve lived it ourselves. And 
we’re ready to help you manage safe and sustainable utilities to deliver 
the essential services that we all need, today and in the future. 

Tacoma & John

Our Story



Asset Performance Management

MentorAPM integrates powerful Asset Performance Management and decision support 
with optimized Work Management to transform your utility operations.  

Clients using MentorAPM solutions are seeing the benefits of a criticality-driven Asset 
Performance Management program for improving their overall utility performance. 

Millions have been slashed out of maintenance budgets. 

Millions in misdirected resources have been identified for 
reallocation towards mission-critical assets and strategies. 

Workforce efficiency has been dramatically improved 
through the Infield Mobile platform. 

Significant risks have been identified and potential 
catastrophes have been averted.

MentorAPM is available as a complete suite or select 
modules can be deployed for targeted solutions to boost 
your current systems. 

Ask us about our QuickLaunch Pilot programs for Risk & 
Criticality and InField Mobile modules.



MentorAPM solutions closely integrate work and asset performance 
management, so you can manage your assets for real. 

MentorAPM is embedded with asset management intelligence that 
leverages decades of industry experience and asset history across 
hundreds of plants. The software mentors you toward the right APM 
strategies for proactive management, for better outcomes. 

Asset Strategy Libraries 
MentorAPM comes with an extensive catalog of water/wastewater specific asset strategy libraries to jump-
start your asset management program. These libraries are fully integrated with all the APM and work 
management features, ensuring consistent data input for true analysis. 

• All of the libraries are industry-vetted, field-tested and proven, based on decades of utility operations 

• Cover both fixed and network asset types 

• Includes assets and components 

• Information is filtered by relevant asset types and component types 

• Customizable to reflect your unique operating context.  

Do The Right Thing to The Right Assets at the Right Time 
The aggregate knowledge contained in these libraries then informs and directs work priority and appropriate 
asset strategy selection. 

• Sets initial PM scheduling and asset strategy adjustments 

• Guides you to the right PM on the right intervals  

• Determines appropriate corrective action scheduling 

• Guides failure finding and helps scale risk 

• Directs condition assessment choices  

Improve the Data You Collect – Understand Your Utility Better 
Easy to use drop-down menus with standard definitions and scales makes sure your crew collects consistent 
and normalized asset information. Higher quality data leads to better asset knowledge so you can make 
better decisions for better outcomes.  

• 330+ Asset Types 

• PM Optimization (Asset Specific) 

• Condition Scores and Definitions  

• Stress Scores 

• Failure Profiles  

• Failure Modes  

• Failure Rates 

• Failure and Condition Detectability 

• Component Failure Frequency of Occurrence 

• Component Impact (Criticality) 

• Corrective Actions  

• Root Causes

Asset Performance Management (APM)

Libraries



The MentorAPM suite includes Criticality Analyzer™, which helps your utility 
move quickly from analysis to action. Prioritize work orders, capital spend, and 
risk-mitigating strategies, and decide where to target your resources, so you can 
maintain the critical infrastructure assets you manage. 

Criticality Analyzer™ is a superior risk analysis application for your facility that: 

• Is tailored to your unique utility and reflects your most important values 

• Is up to 5 times faster than a conventional criticality analysis tool 

• Includes 100% of your systems and assets, so you can identify previously 
unrecognized risk 

• Delivers precise and reliable risk-rankings you can count on 

• Has documentation capabilities that meet ISO55000 standards 

• Connects the long-term strategic view to daily work and asset strategy 
execution 

Comprehensive and Integrated 
Criticality Analyzer™ easily manages multiple complex risk parameters, combining 
them into an overall criticality & risk ranking. The results are integrated within the 
full MentorAPM suite, automatically updating work and asset priority: 

• PM schedules are automatically updated based on revised risk profiles. 

• Changes in asset risk numbers trigger Level of Service impact alerts. 

• Changes in asset condition scores and asset failures generate updated risk rankings. 

Risk and Criticality Analysis for Utilities

Condition Management
Asset condition management is an essential part of asset performance management. MentorAPM helps you 
assess, monitor and understand the condition of your assets. Asset condition information along with 
criticality scores allows you to scale risk and set priorities.  

• View graphical condition history  

• Track component condition history 

• Assign a component failure rate curve to estimate corrective action intervals for planning 

• Resource load leveling 

• Track frequency of maintenance and intervals to estimate asset Service life 

• Cost analysis of repair or replace for value-based decision support 

Condition Assessment 
MentorAPM supports your condition assessment programs, enabling easy 
collection, attachment and recall of condition data. Condition assessment 
data is supported by standardized libraries of conditions scores for all types of 
assets including pipes.  

Condition Monitoring  
MentorAPM integrates with IoT instruments and SCADA to bring in asset 
condition data.  
Periodic manual condition monitoring of assets is easily completed using the 
InField Mobile™ solutions. 
Identify critical assets with Criticality Analyzer to set priorities for remote 
monitoring. 

The Risk & Criticality 
Module can be deployed 
separately as a booster 
pack. Test it through the 

QuickLaunch Pilot 
program. 



More than a work order ticket system or just an archive of work and 
asset history, MentorAPM Work Management is fully integrated with 
all of the APM functions and libraries. The whole system then 
mentors you towards the right work, the right asset strategies. 

And you get the full suite of Infield Mobile™ solutions so your 
teams can move seamlessly between the field and the office. 

Work Orders 

MentorAPM makes it easier to start, manage and close out your Work Orders. We streamline all of 
your work, whether it’s PMs, corrective or capital work, into one easy to manage and highly visible 
queue. Our proprietary ImageLink™ technology allows you to start a work order just by clicking on any 
photograph of asset. 

Work Scheduling 

We help you get in control and ahead of your work backlog. Instead of having to toggle between 
different views to see work in different states, we give you high visibility and high flexibility to see 
everything at once and organize it in a way that works best for you. 

And the system prompts you with important risk, criticality and impact information about asset 
performance so that you can schedule the right priorities for protecting and maintaining your LOS. 

Crew Management  

MentorAPM allows you to effortlessly coordinate your work queue with your crew schedules. Using 
dynamic, drag and drop features you can build daily crews, define the crew structure, manage resource 
allocation, and control resource availability. You can then assign crews across multi-day or multi-week 
projects. The whole process is highly flexible and can be adjusted on the fly from any device.  

Roadmap 2019: Rules-Driven Work Order Closeout Review  

Work Flows 

We have simplified Workflow Administration and Design so that 
you can easily set up new users and quickly create and edit 
workflows graphically. 

To get you started, MentorAPM includes a vast library of pre-
loaded workflows that you can configure to your specifications. 
You can also configure rules to require certain information to be 
reported or tasks to be completed to ensure greater compliance 
and more accurate work history records.  

Visual workflows track real time progress and improves visibility 
to supervisors for greater accountability.  

Work Management



Preventive Maintenance (PMs) 

Your Preventive Maintenance MentorAPM gets a huge leap forward with MentorAPM’s industry-vetted library of 
PMs. Your PMs will be aligned with best practices. As you work with MentorAPM and generate your specific 
asset and work history data, you will be prompted with adjustments to optimize your PM schedules and plans 
as identified by the system. 

Multiple Hierarchies 

MentorAPM maintains multiple concurrent asset hierarchies allowing different roles to use the system as 
needed, without conflict.  

• Location Based  
• Functional System Based (RCM Compatible) 
• Accounting  

Staff members in any role can use appropriate hierarchies for different activities: Location Based for ease of 
finding assets; Functional System Based for criticality and system LOS purposes; accounting for cost rollups, 
lifecycle costing and bookkeeping. 

Improved Data Collection  

Based on our extensive libraries of asset information, the software 
directs input with filtered and limited drop down menus of asset-
specific selections of things like failure codes, condition scores, 
corrective actions, and root causes. 

Dashboards, Analytics and Reporting  

MentorAPM comes with dashboards, analytics and reporting built 
right in. You don’t have to buy another solution or create your own 
workarounds to get the information you need, in the format you 
want.  

Integrated GIS and Map Views 
Integrated GIS/mapping allows you to see work orders on maps and chart progress. You can see how 
everything is interconnected and functioning together through the assets-infrastructure connectivity model. 

Inventory  

MentorAPM helps you manage your MRO inventory better to support all your maintenance activities. 

• Bill of Materials 
• Receiving 
• Stock Issues 
• Stock returns 

• Material items 
• Stock locations 
• Self-checkout 
• Label stock identification 

• Printing 
• Physical inventory counts 
• Vendor list  



InField Mobile™ Platform

InField Mobile™ takes MentorAPM out of the 
office and empowers your field crew.

Asset Data Collection 

Crew Schedule/Backlog 

Work Orders 

Timekeeping 

Direct charges 

Forms & Specifications 

Inspection Routing 

PM Routes 

Task Completion

Free your people from paper in the field and you will increase the quality of work 
performed, collect better asset data, reduce errors and boost efficiency.

30+% productivity gain in the field and back office and HQ operations 

Greater user acceptance of technology; accelerated deployment and decreased training investment 

Improves intercompany communications and overall customer service performance 

Increases quality of data and work performed; enhances safety and regulatory compliance 
✓ Utilize your existing mobile device resources - supports BYOD (bring your own devices) 
✓ Operates fully connected or disconnected 
✓ Leverages native device features such as talk to type, photos, videos, GPS, barcode and QR code scanning, 

Touch ID (iOS) 
✓ Instant access to visual asset history, specifications, SOPS, schematics etc. 
✓ Map Access & GPS to easily locate customers, visually interact with work, streamline work routes, and adjust 

asset locations  
✓ Attachments (PDF, photo, videos, etc.) & redlining/markup capabilities, forward via text & email 
✓ SAAS Solution

InField Mobile™  
Crew 

InField Mobile™  
Operator

InField Mobile™  
Warehouse

InField Mobile™  
Supervisor

InField Mobile™  
Permitting* 
*2020 Roadmap

InField Mobile™  
TimeKeeping

InField Mobile™  
Asset Collector

The Mobile platform includes multiple apps that support role-based activities.

InField Mobile can be 
deployed separately as a 

booster pack. Test it 
through the 

QuickLaunch Pilot 
program. 

Equip your crew to be productive wherever they are.



www.mentorapm.com

This is one of the primary reasons we built MentorAPM. We believe you deserve a better experience.  

We want you to avoid a lengthy project that costs millions and ends in user frustration and fatigue.  

Everything about MentorAPM has been designed for a better customer implementation experience from the 

beginning. 

MentorAPM Jump Start Implementation  
Cloud Solution 
MentorAPM is a cloud based SaaS solution that allows you to plug in, subscribe and start using the application 

on your existing devices. MentorAPM uses AWS and employs the highest industry security protocols.  

Agile Method 
Our implementation plans are based on Agile principles of iterative development and short cycles. Instead of 

spending months planning prior to deployment, we want you to be working with the software as soon as 

possible under real conditions. We will then collaborate with your cross-functional teams to frequently review 

and adapt processes to how you actually need them to work under real use circumstances.  

Jump-Start Configurations 
Many system elements in MentorAPM are pre-configured, including industry-vetted asset libraries, workflows, 

Preventive Maintenance plans, asset condition and failure profiles.  

Data Migration and Conversion 
Our data migration paths set up safe passage that will secure your data and maintain its integrity. We can also 

help you rescue asset data and work history trapped in obsolete systems. 

Integrations 
Our published Restful APIs streamline integrations with your other enterprise applications, dramatically 

reducing implementation time.

Implementation & Integration
Designed For A Better Experience

Enterprise software implementation is my favorite 
– said no one, ever. 



25+ Years of Water & Wastewater Utility Experience 
The MentorAPM team has been working with water and wastewater utilities for over 25 years. We understand 
firsthand the enterprise asset management challenges and needs of utilities from the perspective of multiple 
stakeholders. 

Our combined experience in both water utility management and EAM software development and implementation 
has helped us build a software solution that uniquely meets the needs of agencies managing treatment plants and 
networks.

• Utility management 
• Operations & maintenance 
• Risk management 
• Risk & criticality consulting 
• Financial & capital planning 
• Asset management program development 
• EAM/CMMS and ERP system design and 

configuration 
• Project management 

• Work management 
• Operations and logistics 
• Business process 
• Strategic and tactical business plan development 
• Application Solution Architecture and deployment 
• Organizational change management 
• GIS integration and deployment 
• Mobile Application development

• Los Angeles County Sanitation District 
• Metropolitan Council Environmental Services (MN) 
• Rancho California Water District 
• West View Water Authority 
• City of St. Petersburg 
• City of Pittsburgh 
• Hillsborough County 
• Tulsa Metropolitan Utility Authority 
• Citizens Energy 
• Contra Costa Water District 

• City of Phoenix 
• Greenville Utilities 
• Madison Metropolitan Sewerage District 
• Seminole Electric 
• Fayetteville 
• Canfor 
• Madison Gas 
• City of Honolulu 
• Veolia Water 
• Pennichuk Water

Utilities we have worked with:

Our range of experience includes:



That’s what a utility told us about their current contract and price 
negotiations with their EAM vendor. 

We don’t want to exhaust you or hold you hostage to 
expensive and restrictive contracts.  

Instead, we offer value pricing and simplified licensing terms that 
just make sense for everyone.  

Value Pricing & Simplified Contracts

“We’re just exhausted.”



If you think a superior solution at 
a price that makes sense sounds 
like a good idea, contact us today 
for a demonstration of the 
MentorAPM Suite.

www.mentorapm.com | info@mentorapm.com 

434.879.6220

Tacoma Zach 
Co-Founder & CEO

tacoma.zach@mentorapm.com  
480.414.4636

John Clow 
Co-Founder & COO

john.clow@mentorapm.com 
480.734.7218

www.mentorapm.com 


